Welcome!

Nancy Parlapiano
Executive Director
Graduate Medical Education
n-parlapiano@northwestern.edu
312-503-4536
McGaw by the Numbers

5 Member Institutions
4 Clinical Affiliate Institutions

161 Programs
99 ACGME Accredited

1,151 housestaff
798 Residents
353 Fellows

141 Program Directors
38 Associate Program Directors
113 Coordinators
McGaw Faces

April Chambers
Program Assistant
Areas of expertise: Responsible for loan deferment requests, verification of training requests, and certificates of completion

✉️ april.chambers@northwestern.edu
312-503-7975

Martha Collier
Fellowship Coordinator
Areas of expertise: Responsible for all aspects of McGaw's fellowship programs including initial appointment, reappointment, and funding

✉️ mcollier@northwestern.edu
312-503-7947
McGaw Faces

Angie Delk
Assistant to Associate Dean of Graduate Medical Education

Areas of expertise: Responsible for Associate Dean's calendar, provides general Graduate Medical Education information, and supports other Graduate Medical Education projects

✉️ a-delk@northwestern.edu
312-503-0254

Caroline Haldin
Institutional Licensing and Visa Coordinator

Areas of expertise: Responsible for all aspects of housestaff medical licensure and visa assistance

✉️ c-haldin@northwestern.edu
312-503-4748
McGaw Faces

Mel Handy
Residency Coordinator
Areas of expertise: Responsible for all aspects of McGaw’s residency programs including initial appointment, reappointment, and funding

m-handy@northwestern.edu
312-503-4756

Jenny Lee
Institutional New Innovations Coordinator
Areas of expertise: Responsible for McGaw’s New Innovations-related issues including evaluations, schedules, program setup

jennifer.lee@northwestern.edu
312-503-0887
McGaw Faces

Valerie Rodriguez
Institutional ACGME Coordinator
Areas of expertise: Responsible for McGaw’s ACGME-related issues including WebADS, program changes, and accreditation

✉️ valerie.rodriguez@northwestern.edu
312-503-0339

Brenda Vera
Program Assistant
Areas of expertise: Responsible for McGaw website updates, provides general Graduate Medical Education information and supports other Graduate Medical Education projects

✉️ brenda.vera@northwestern.edu
312-503-4383
McGaw Faces
Introducing Sandra Djordjevic!

Sandra Djordjevic
Associate Department Administrator
sandrad@northwestern.edu
(312) 503-7973

McGaw Finance
McGaw Diversity & Inclusion

- Reimbursements
- Diversity Initiatives
- Residency Showcase
What have we accomplished this year?
What have we accomplished?

• Institutional ACGME review with continued accreditation and no citations

• 100% full accreditation of our ACGME programs
  - 78 of 99 receiving ACGME commendations

• Completed the 24-month Internal Review cycle for fellowship programs and commenced with the next cycle

• Completed another Internal Review cycle for residency programs

• Following launch of new McGaw website and rebranding:
  - New dedicated wellness hub with toolkit and resources
  - New McGaw patches for lab coats (in the wild this June)
What’s new?
What’s new?
Transition to Full Implementation of New Innovations

We made it to the other side!

- Letters of Agreement
- Full schedules for all trainees
- Leave tracking
  - Sick
  - Vacation
  - Maternity/Parental
  - Personal
- Complement tracking
- Payroll processing
- Annual federal reporting
- McGaw budget planning
Accompanying McGaw’s certificate programs in Global Health, Medical Education, and Bioethics, we are developing a program Health Equity and Advocacy led by Mobola Campbell-Yesufu, MD.

- Two-year program launching Fall of 2018
- Informational session held Spring 2018
What’s new?

Increased Benefits for Housestaff

- 2% 401(k)/Roth plan match
- Increased budget for wellness initiatives
- 2 weeks parental leave at full pay
- Time for personal health appointments
- No-cost legal/financial guidance through EAP
What’s new?
Expanded Online Wellness Resources

Wellness Toolkit
Providing support and resources to encourage a healthy, satisfying training experience.
What’s new?
Expanded Online Wellness Resources

Graduate medical training is rewarding and exciting, but can expose trainees to stress and can pose a challenge for balance in one’s life. McGaw prioritizes the health and wellness of our residents and fellows. To ensure that wellness is a priority throughout the program, all our housestaff conduct a self-assessment every six months to discuss with their program directors.

Download Self-Assessment
What’s new?
Expanded Online Wellness Resources

Physical Wellness
Keep your body well throughout your training.

Emotional Wellness
Find resources for a range of emotional strains.

Substance Use
Find support for maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

Financial Wellness
Find a curated list of money management resources.
What’s new?
Expanded Online Wellness Resources

Wellness Liaison

Ashley Bassett, MD, is McGaw’s Housestaff Wellness Program liaison. A member of Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine’s Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Bassett is available to McGaw residents and fellows for any wellness or mental health concerns. She will triage issues and refer trainees for counseling or medical treatment as needed.

Any trainee contact with Dr. Bassett will remain confidential and will not be communicated with the program, faculty, or institution, except in cases of imminent harm.

READ HER MESSAGE
What’s new?
Processing & Hand Out of Wildcards for Incoming Trainees

Northwestern University

STUDENT
ID 5555555
EXPIRES 01/26/24

Jane Doe
What’s GME cooking up?
What’s GME cooking up?
Transition to Full Implementation of New Innovations

In-Process

• Updated reporting/tracking for VA attendance

• Further development of the McGaw website

• Investigating enhancements to currently offered wellness initiatives and resources
What’s the next mission for AY18?
What’s the next mission for AY18?
Sign-Out & Certificates of Completion

• Completion of Training/Transfer Form – Due May 8, 2018
  - If a resident must make up any training time as a result of having taken leave (e.g. maternity, long/short-term disability, et al) or due to remediation, their training requirements must be satisfied prior to promotion or graduation. Please refer to your program’s ACGME and ABMS requirements.

• Certificate Request Form – Due May 8, 2018
  - Generated certificates needing signatures will be distributed to programs on June 4, 2018
  - Signed certificates due back to April Chambers in the GME office – June 18, 2018

• Sign-Out Sheet – Trainee delivers to GME at the end of their final day
  - Unless otherwise pre-arranged by the Program, trainees will collect their certificates of completion when dropping off their sign-out sheet in the GME Office.
What’s the next mission for AY18?

Timeline

- New Housestaff Onboarding – currently in-process
- New Housestaff Hospital Orientations
  - Base Hospital-specific
  - Residents June 23rd
  - Fellows generally on July 2nd for AY19
- Annual McGaw Compliance Check List in NI
What’s the next mission for AY18?

Reminders

• Trainee schedules in New Innovations
  - Update as warranted throughout the year
    • Days
    • Locations

• Trainee work hours in New Innovations

• Trainee sick, vacation, leave dates in New Innovations

• Accurate contact information in New Innovations

• Trainee Life Support certifications (with dates) in New Innovations.
THANK YOU!